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From the Wahl Professional product line, our Premium Black Cutting Guides have been designed for professional use with full-size Wahl Professional clippers (with the exception of removable blade clippers). These reliably tight sturdy metal clips come in a variety of sizes for accuracy and reliable length,
including 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8 and 1. With the exception of Wahl (and removable blades) blades, our Premium Cutting Guides are suitable for all full-size clipper blades for maximum versatility. The package includes (8) Premium Black Cutting Guides (#3171-500) - 1/8, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 7/8,
and 1 and the pan of the tray. Safe, sleek and accurate, Premium Cutting Guides should have for every busy hairdresser or stylist. Find the Wahl distibutor's metal clip provides the crests' lasting t to the blade, Preventing haircut accidents in salon or hairdressing glass and mineral-filled plastic smoothly
slides over the hair for a smoother cutting experience of rounded comb teeth to provide a more enjoyable cutting experience for customers Suitable all Wahl vibrator clippers SOLD SEPARATELY #1/2 (3354-1000) - #1 1/2 (3354-1100) Rowing Guide We Can All Agree: It Takes More, than just the skills
and the clipper to make the right haircut. And that's why when you buy clippers, they often come with some accessories. Now: Usually you will find things like a butter clipper, brushing, styling a comb, and a few guard combs. All of these clipper maintenance elements and clippings are necessary. For the
first user, things can be a bit confusing. So if you were interested; What do Clipper Guards do? You are in the right place. In this post, you learn about things like: What are clipper guards? Hair Clipper Guide Sizes Guard Combs and Hair Clipper Blade Sizes Too Here's What You Need to Know... What is
the Hair Of The Clipper Guard? Clipper Guard or fastening combs or guide combs are just tools that help measure the length of hair you're cutting. They are designed to fit on a clipper blade. This way, the user can cut the exact length of the hair around the head with ease. Basically, without clipper guards,
some hairstyles (like disappearing) would be quite difficult to take off. Now: There are different lengths of the clipper guard; some last longer and some shorter. And in terms of measurement, the size of the clipper guard is determined in millimeters (mm) or inches (). Note: All clipper guard sizes are
estimated in numbers, not their actual size. This number is usually 0 to 12. For example: number 8 (or #8) Remington HC 8017 guide comb is 25 mm or 1 inch in size. Understand? The most #1, #2 and #3 Clipper guards are the most common in barbershops; probably heard about them somewhere. This
Clipper Guard size chart shows all the famous Clipper numbers today: Clipper Guard NumberSize's (mm) Size in inches () Number 0 (or 1/2 for the Wallabies)1.51/16 Number 131/8 Number 261/4 Number 3103/8 Number 4131/2 Room 5165/8 Room 6193/4 Number 7227/8 Room 8251 Room 10321.25
Room 1237.51.5 Anyway, as most clipper brands come with different size crest guides, I'll focus on five of the most popular brands today. Here's a guide to comb sizes from various brands of clipper hair: Wahl Hair Clipper Guard Size Chart Clipper Guard NumberSize in millimeters (mm) Size in inches ()
1/21.51/16 #131/8 #1-1/24.83/83/8 16 #1 #261/4 #3103/8 #4131/2 #5165/8 #6193/4 #7227/8 #8251 #10321-1/4 #12381-1/2 Premium Black Set is compatible with most Wahl Professional full-size clippers. 8 color set is compatible with most Wahl Professional Clippers. Not suitable for Wahl small/mini hair
clipper. Andis Волос Клиппер гвардии Размер Диаграмма Клиппер гвардии NumberSize в миллиметрах (мм) Размер в дюймах () #01.51/16 #0.52.43/32 #131/8 #1-1/24.53/16 #261/4 #3103/8 #4131/2 #5165/8 #6193/4 #7227/8 #8251 Oster Hair Clipper Guard Размер диаграммы Clipper Guard
NumberSize в миллиметрах (мм) Размер в дюймах () #01,51/16 #131/8 #261/4 #3103/8 #4131/2 #5165/8 #6193/4 #7227/8 #7227/8 #7227 #8251 #10321-1/4 Remington волос Клиппер гвардии Размер Диаграмма Клиппер гвардии NumberSize в миллиметрах (мм) Размер в дюймах () #01,51/16
#131/8 #261/4 #393/8 #4121/2 #5165/8 #6193/4 #7227/8 #8251 BaByliss PRO Волос гвардии Клиппер гвардии NumberSize в миллиметрах (мм) Размер в дюймах () #0.51.51/16 #131/8 #1.54.83/16 #261/4 #3103/8 #4131/2 #5165/8 #6193/4 С этим в виду, вы должны отметить: Различные
клиперы брендов имеют различные размеры клипера волос. For example, the hair of Val Clippers 0.5 class guard is the same as #0 guard Oster. In addition, the Wahl Clippers guard sized the run up to #12 while Oster has only up to #8. The size of the hair scissor protection is different from the size
of the blade. Yes, the blade of the clipper is also cut out of different lengths depending on the blade/cone lever position. Therefore, if you come across different images of clipper hair length, the information above will help you dispel any confusion that may arise. Now: You're probably wondering; what do
each of these numbers mean in terms of haircut length? If so, here's what you should know: Common Hair Clipper Guard Dimensions Number 0 or 0.5 Guard Combs #0 haircut - or 1/2 for Wahl Clipper users - is basically the shortest there is. In fact, this number does not have a guide comb; It uses blade
clippers to deliver clean, even, and very close cuts. In #0 haircut, the hair will be no more than 1.5 mm or 1/16 long. This is the number you ask for when you want any of the following haircuts: Bald cuts. The skin is fading. Very short noise reductions. All #0 haircuts often leave the scalp Also, this haircut is
pretty easy to clean and maintain. Number 1 and 1.5 Guard Combs #1 haircut guards are often about 1/8 inch or 3 mm long while #1.5 are 3/16 or or or These are the numbers you ask for when you are looking for the perfect buzz cut. Now: They are a little longer than the number 0. But when used
interchangeable, as a result the parties disappear always one for the books. Note: To make the fade, you will need to use other guard numbers at the top of the head; the number will gradually decrease as you move from top to back and side of the head, for example, #3 then #2 then #1. In addition, as
well as a haircut, there will be a degree of impact of the scalp with #1 haircuts. Number 2 Guard Combs As for disappearing, #2 comb guard is always the first choice. It's quite popular; mainly because it cuts the hair short, but with minimal impact of the scalp. It's amazing, isn't it? This makes it more
comfortable to wear for any occasion or space; random or official. Now: #2 the crest measures 6 mm or 1/4 inch; which is mostly not too long or short. A number two haircut will leave your hair looking short and fuller. And the best part is that it works great for people with thinning hair as well as those with
thick, thick hair. Number 3 Guard Combs #3 also a large guard disappears. In fact, most hairdressers often use the number 3 side haircut as the longest size guard for disappearing haircuts. Basically, if you're looking for a stunning fade or buzz cut, guard comb #1 #2, and #3 always your best bet. Now:
number three guard will leave you with 10mm or 3/8-inch hair. It's often fuller, but still decently short. Number 4 Guard Combs If you are looking for a medium length hairstyle then the number 4 haircut is exactly what you should ask for. Why? Well, it measures 1/2 inch or 13 mm in length, hence #4
average length for standard hair clipper guard combs. It's perfect for the crew and brush haircuts - basically, it's long buzz cuts with skin disappearing on the sides. What else? The best part is that the number four haircut will look good on people with thin or thick hair. Number 5 Guard Combs If you're
smaller in disappearing and more in cones then you definitely want a number 5 haircut. This clipper guard is often perfect for narrowing down. Plus: It's great for layering when used with other guard combs. In most cases, #5 and #6 are often used interchangeably. In terms of length: This size guard
measures 16 mm or 5/8 inches in length. Number 6 Guard Combs Is just as a clipper guard, number six is designed to narrow too. It measures 3/4 of an inch or 19 mm in length. Note: The length of the haircut number 6 is quite long and often requires frequent pruning as opposed to buzzing cuts and
disappears. Number 7 Guard Combs Number Seven is often used hand in hand with number eight. There is a slight difference between their lengths, but both often serve as one and same goal. Key facts: #7 7/8 inches or 22 mm in length; Length, which is perfect for a thick crew cut for men with thick hair.
Not Use a smaller number of guard size to trim the back and sides of the head. Number 8 Guard Combs at number eight, things are a little different. As? Well, for starters, this is the longest standard haircut length clipper in the United States measuring 1 inch or 25 mm in length. Getting a number 8 haircut
all over is an easy way to keep your hair neat, even, and manageable. It also makes it easy for you to comfortably apply conditioners and hair gel when you want to style your hair. Also: It's usually great for people looking for a nice, long cone to disappear. Number 10 and 12 Guard Combs If you're an



Andis/BaByliss/Remington Clipper user, you probably haven't seen any of these two size clippers. And that's because Andis Clippers guard size and Remington Clipper guard sizes only go as far #8. However, Oster users can comfortably do a number 10 haircut due to the presence of this size guard.
Even better, Wahl Clipper Guard sizes can fit to number 12. In terms of length, the number 10 measures 1.25 inches or 32 mm in length; While the number 12 comes in at 1.5 inches or 38 mm. Although these numbers are rarely used, they are often useful for special requests from a select group of
customers. Side note: Someone recently asked me: Is there a 3-inch clipper guard or a 4 inch Clipper guard val? The truth is, I've never met one either. But they do exist; they are just a little hard to find because of the low supply and demand. And I think people confuse guard numbers and actual sizes.
For example: Talking 3 inch clipper guard Val, not number 3. But: There is a 2-inch (51 mm) guide comb made by Clipquik or Miaco that fits perfectly into Wahl clippers. Moving on... The types of Hair Clipper Guard Knowing the size of the hair clipper in mm is always important, however, there are other
things you should know. For example: You learned that not all clippers use the same guards from clipper guard sized examples above. Also, the fact that there is a slight difference in the longest hair clipper classes in mm i.e. the longest Andis Clipper Guard is 25 mm in length, while Val goes up to 38 mm.
It is said, there are also different types of clipper guards, as you will see below: Manufacturer-Provided Clipper Guard This guide combs that often come with clippers. Wahl Deluxe Chrome Pro Haircutting Kit - Check out the review In most cases, they will measure between 1/8 and 1. Sorry: Not all Clippers
come with the same number of Clippers guards. In fact, some Andis Clippers don't come with clipper guards at all. This is why you should always check if your clipper comes with clipper guards before buying it. There's also a question of quality; some manufacturer Clipper guards are often very low quality
and fragile. Third-party and special-sized Clipper Guard now if you're getting bad or no Remington Remington Guards from the manufacturer of your clipper, you can always opt for third-party products. Also, if you were looking for a 2-inch clipper guard, you wouldn't find it in any original clipper kit; only
third-party manufacturers do it. Luckily: There are numerous third-party Clipper guards available today including Remington Hair Clipper replacement combs. Magnetic Clipper Guard These guide comb are often common with Andis scissors. They are equipped with small, strong magnets that help them
stick to the blade during the haircut. Now: The biggest advantage of using this type of guide comb is that they are easy to attach and separate from the hair scissors; Making it easy for you to quickly switch between lengths of men's haircuts with ease. Color-Coded Clipper Guard Finally, there are colored
guide combs. Basically, it's clipper guards that come in different colors for convenience in remembering their size and number. Wahl Color Pro is the best example of clippers that come with colored guards. As for the Remington Clippers, their only version of the HC6525 comes with colored mounting
combs. And you won't find it easy to find any third-party versions for this clipper brand. Now: Before I wrap up on our haircut clipper guard sizes, there's another important aspect to cover. How much do you know about the size of the clipper blade? Not much...? - this is the next bit for you. Understanding
Clippers Blades Dimensions Long Story, In short... You don't need to know how to make the clipper guards last longer in order to increase the length of the hair. Clipper blades can also be adjusted to add a millimeter or two to the incision. It's amazing, isn't it? I can't talk about the size of a barber's clipper,
let alone the blades. Now: There are three main types of blade sizes. And that's why we'll look at Val, Andys, and Oster Clipper blade sizes in this detailed clipper length guide. What additional length can each type of blade offer? Read on to find out... Wahl Clipper Blade Dimensions While America's most
popular company is clipping big on clipper guards, their blades are almost similar in size. That's why it's not easy to come on the chart of Val Clipper blade sizes. Typically, a Wahl 0 guard is often the most popular size for those looking for the shortest hair size using a Val clipper. However, if you're looking
for an even closer cut, here are your val blade options: Blade NumberSize in millimeters (mm) Size in inches () 10051 to 31/32 to 1/8 10061 to 31/32 to 1/8 21910.51/50 Andis Clipper Blades and Bladesis is a brand well known for something well known for, that best, removable ceramic blades that are
often at least 70% cooler than any other clipper on the market. This makes them ideal for hard work in a busy Note: Andis blades come in different sizes. The best part is that their blades can cut hair as low as 0.2mm in length. Indeed, the size of the Andis blade is not so like the ones you get is an Oster
Clipper; but as long as they get the job done, all is well, right? Here's a simple illustration of the Andis Blade Transformation Chart: Blade NumberSize in Millimeters (mm)Size in inches () #000000.21/125 #0000.51/50 #0A1.23/64 #12.43/32 #1A3.21/21/21/64 8 #1 1/245/32 #26.31/4 #3 1/29.53/8 #3
3/4131/2 #5/8165/8 And it's not the best clipper chart size you'll see today... Oster Clipper Blade Dimensions in terms of clipper size blade, Oster is the undisputed king. This is because it has up to 14 different blade sizes; that's a lot more than you get with Andis scissors. Impressive, isn't it? Well, this
makes the Oster Clipper the best choice for hairdressers looking for very precise haircut lengths. Not to mention the fact that they are durable, durable and conveniently sharp. Note: The Oster Blade Diagram below also applies to the Oster Classic 76. Here's what you need to know about the size of the
Oster Blade: Blade NumberSize in millimeters (mm) size in inches () #000000.21/125 #00000,251/100 #0000 #00000 0A0.51/50 #0A1.23/64 #12.43/32 #1A3.21/8 #1 1/245/32 #26.31/4 #3 1/29.53/8 #3 3/412.71 /71 2 Flattop T0.51/50 18 Skiptooth3.21/8 Texturing Blade3.21/8 There you have - everything
you need to know about hair clipper guard sizes. Now you know how to make exact haircut sizes, types of guide combs, blade lengths, and what the guard numbers actually mean. It's cool, isn't it? Either way, do you have any questions? If so, feel free to share them with me. I'd love to hear your thoughts
on this. This is.
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